A QUICK LOOK AT Neigbory

PROBLEM
There is no immigrant integration platform for people to collaborate in building a secure, engaged, and cohesive community.

SOLUTION
Neigbory provides a service sharing platform that supports the engagement of migrants and host societies in community building with digital currency Hylp.

SO WHAT IS NEIGHBORY?
Michael provides one hour of legal work to help Filipina nurse Jenny, and earns one Hylp. Michael uses his Hylp to receive one hour of services from Kenyan accountant Aluna. Now Aluna spends her Hylp for one hour of services from Mexican plumber Mario. And Mario gets one hour of English lessons from Sarah for one Hylp. And so on.

A community of migrants, locals, and organizations built in small town neighborly spirit.

A "platform neighborhood" that promotes inclusion and community self-help through mutual giving.

A marketplace where people can avail of services and goods without money.

A matchmaker for givers and receivers that automate transactions and Hylp rewards.

Hylp
NEIGHBORY REWARDS HUMANITARIAN SERVICE WITH THE COMMUNITY CURRENCY HYLP.

One hour of work equals one Hylp.
All services are treated equal, no matter the market value.